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Figure 2: Study Design
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• Biologic mesh derived from dense, homogenous, aporous
collagen platforms limits cellular penetration, undermining
the theoretical benefit of a “natural” collagen scaffold.1-2
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• Miromesh® is a non-crosslinked decellularized porcine
liver prosthetic generated from perfusion decellularization,
leaving intact portal triads within the remnant matrix.3-4

Figure 1. Survival
Surgery

10 Miromesh and all 10 Strattice samples
were rinsed with Vancomycin solution and
inoculated with 104 CFU of GFP-labeled Staph
aureus. Remaining Miromesh controls were
placed in clean surgical fields. (Figure 2)

•

No animals received systemic antibiotics.

•

Rats were euthanized at 90 days. Explanted prosthetics
underwent an examination of their gross appearance before
being sectioned for quantitative bacterial culture and histologic
grading.

•

A blinded pathologist scored specimens (0-4) for cellular
infiltration, acute inflammation, chronic inflammation, granulation
tissue, foreign body reaction and fibrous capsule formation.
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Figure 5: Trichrome Stains (10x1.25)
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Table 1: Histologic Grading

One rat died of a pneumonia and was excluded – all others survived to the
90 day endpoint.
FIG. 3 - Grossly, all Strattice (a) samples demonstrated few adhesions, no
neoperitoneum and a weak tissue-mesh interface. When a good tissuemesh interface was present, Miromesh samples had a dense
neoperitoneum and strong tissue interface (b). When the edge of the mesh
was curled, these findings were blunted (c).
All quantitative cultures for inoculated Strattice and Miromesh samples
were negative for GFP-labeled Staph aureus at 90 days.
FIG. 4 - Miromesh samples in clean and contaminated fields (a-b)
demonstrate superior cellular infiltration compared to Strattice (c).
FIG. 5 - Trichrome stains demonstrate the discrepancy in collagen density
between Miromesh and Strattice.
TABLE 1 summarizes the histologic grading.
• Miromesh demonstrated an average cellular infiltration score of 0.8±1.0
in a clean surgical field and 2.3±1.2 in a contaminated field. Miromesh
samples receiving a cellular infiltration score of 0 had a poor tissue-mesh
interface grossly. When excluded, scores increased to 1.6±0.9 and
2.7±0.8 respectively. All Strattice samples received a score of 0.
• Two contaminated Miromesh samples demonstrated evidence of acute
inflammation.
• Other histologic parameters were similar.

Conclusions
M

• Miromesh demonstrated a superior degree of cellular
infiltration with equivalent clearance of a bacterial
inoculum compared to Strattice.

M

• The clinical applicability and limitations of this novel
product have yet to be revealed.
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• Miromesh would allow for optimal cellular penetration and
equivalent clearance of a bacterial inoculum compared to
a popular non-crosslinked decellularized porcine dermal
biomesh (Strattice, LifeCell) in an established model of
acute hernia repair.

30 Sprague Dawley rats underwent survival
surgery – resection of a 4x1cm piece of
abdominal wall repaired with a bridged
underlay of biologic mesh.5 (Figure 1)
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